
Civilized activity is a social construct, every development

process begin with ideas, and ideas are a cultural building

block.   Nomadic tribes that survived the ice age don’t have any

endogenous written memory of civilized  activity registered

before 332 BCE. It was melanin rich scholars that  reported

that Alexander entered Egypt.

The concept of one God, the concept of masculine and

feminine nature of God the Creator process, the development

of mathematics, calculus, astronomy, medicine, are all legacy

of the African Civilized growth and development.

Spiritual practices, the schools of teaching called Lodges, the

institutional work, minting gold, pyramid construction

throughout the planet, lead me to conclude that the worst

tragedy to humanity is the idea of establishing colonies in

Africa, America and the Caribbean: colonialism and

authoritarian neocolonialism.
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A quick observation of the storage of African, American and

Caribbean Treasures in colonial metropolitan centers, the use

of the Nile Valley Civilization Symbols everywhere; lead me to

conclude that we have no choice but to establish as priority

African culture studies as one of the principal task of

postcolonial decolonization activities.

Names were changed, the African legacy was stolen and given

credit to impostors, the spiritual story line that became

inspiration to do great things because of melanin, the melanin

centers and the pineal gland, were studied and then given a

replaced origin.Lies became the tool of choice, in the social

construct of the colonial and neocolonial propaganda

machine. Illiterate people were given titles and recognition for

African deeds.

600 years. For 600 years we have an accumulation of

compulsory lies, theft and genocide.



Walls are plastered with ancestral symbols, vaults are flowing

over with treasures that belong to Africa, America and the

Caribbean.

We did not know that ships with bayonets and swords would be

so destructive to human existence.


